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Nancy Folbre, Ann L. Jennings, Helen E. Longino, Donald N. McCloskey, Julie A. Nelson, Robert M. Solow,
Diana Strassmann, and Rhonda M. Williams.
Giant Jun 04 2020 This sweeping tale captures the essence of Texas on a staggering scale as it chronicles
the life and times of cattleman Jordan "Bick" Benedict, his naive young society wife, Leslie, and three
generations of land-rich sons. A sensational story of power, love, cattle barons, and oil tycoons, Giant was
the basis of the classic film starring James Dean, Elizabeth Taylor, and Rock Hudson.
Home-grown Hate Dec 31 2019 First Published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an
informa company.
The Sculpture of Herbert Ferber Sep 19 2021
A Study Guide for Edna Ferber's "Cimarron" May 28 2022 A Study Guide for Edna Ferber's "Cimarron,"
excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Novels for Students. This concise study guide includes plot summary;
character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading;
and much more. For any literature project, trust Novels for Students for all of your research needs.
Julia's Kitchen Oct 28 2019 Cara Segal is a born worrier. She figures her worrying works like a whisper in
God's ear - if Cara's concerned about car crashes, kidnappings, or murders, she lets God know, and he
always spares her. But Cara never thought to worry about a fire. And one night while she's sleeping at a
friend's house, her house catches fire, and her mother and younger sister are both killed. Throughout shiva,
the initial Jewish mourning period, Cara can't help wondering about God's role in the tragedy. And what is
her father's role in her life now? He walks around like a ghost and refuses to talk about the fire. Cara longs
for her family and her home, where sweet smells filled the house as Cara's mom filled orders for her
catering business, Julia's Kitchen. Then one day a call comes in for a cookie order, and Cara gets a wild
idea. Maybe by bringing back Julia's Kitchen, she can find a way to reconnect with everything she's lost.
Complete with a glossary of Hebrew and Yiddish terms and a recipe for chocolate chip cookies, this debut
novel is a joyous tribute to the resiliency of the human spirit. Julia's Kitchen is a 2007 Bank Street - Best
Children's Book of the Year.
Running Mechanics and Gait Analysis Feb 10 2021 Running Mechanics and Gait Analysis With Online
Video is the premier resource for running mechanics and injury prevention. Referencing over 250 peerreviewed scientific manuscripts, this text is a comprehensive review of the research and clinical concepts
related to gait and injury analysis.
Romanticism: A Very Short Introduction Dec 11 2020 The only short introduction to Romanticism that
incorporates not only the English but the Continental movements, and not only literature but music, art,
religion, and philosophy.-publisher description.
Edna Ferber, Whose Novel "So Big" was Awarded the Pulitzer Prize for the Best American Novel
of 1924 Apr 14 2021
Therapy in Sleep Medicine E-Book Jul 06 2020 Therapy in Sleep Medicine, by Drs. Teri J. Barkoukis,
Jean K. Matheson, Richard Ferber, and Karl Doghrami, provides the clinically focused coverage you need
for rapid diagnosis and effective treatment of sleep disorders. A multidisciplinary team of leading
authorities presents the latest on sleep breathing disorders (including obstructive sleep apnea),
neuropharmacology, parasomnias, neurologic disorders affecting sleep, sleep therapy for women, sleep

Show Boat Jan 24 2022 Ferber's enduringly famous novel about a theatrical troupe plying the great rivers
of the United States; a major subplot involves interracial marriage (illegal at the time in the state of
Mississippi). The novel formed the basis of the 1927 musical "Show Boat" by Jerome Kern and Oscar
Hammerstein II. "Miss Ferber's documentation of her story of theatre days down the rivers of mid-America
is admirable. This is a book particularly notable for the small scene, the memorable wave of the hand, the
magnificent dress, the unforgetable gesture." —The Bookman A note for the sensitive: Certain elements of
plot and language may seem racist by the standards of today. Please keep in mind the era in which it was
written as you read it.
Romanticism: A Very Short Introduction Jul 18 2021 What is Romanticism? In this Very Short Introduction
Michael Ferber answers this by considering who the romantics were and looks at what they had in common
— their ideas, beliefs, commitments, and tastes. He looks at the birth and growth of Romanticism
throughout Europe and the Americas, and examines various types of Romantic literature, music, painting,
religion, and philosophy. Focusing on topics, Ferber looks at the 'Sensibility' movement, which preceded
Romanticism; the rising prestige of the poet; Romanticism as a religious trend; Romantic philosophy and
science; Romantic responses to the French Revolution; and the condition of women. Using examples and
quotations he presents a clear insight into this very diverse movement, and offers a definition as well as a
discussion of the word 'Romantic' and where it came from. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area.
These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors
combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics
highly readable.
Beyond Economic Man Aug 07 2020 This is the first book to examine the central tenets of economics
from a feminist point of view. In these original essays, the authors suggest that the discipline of economics
could be improved by freeing itself from masculine biases. Beyond Economic Man raises questions about
the discipline not because economics is too objective but because it is not objective enough. The
contributors—nine economists, a sociologist, and a philosopher—discuss the extent to which gender has
influenced both the range of subjects economists have studied and the way in which scholars have
conducted their studies. They investigate, for example, how masculine concerns underlie economists'
concentration on market as opposed to household activities and their emphasis on individual choice to the
exclusion of social constraints on choice. This focus on masculine interests, the contributors contend, has
biased the definition and boundaries of the discipline, its central assumptions, and its preferred rhetoric
and methods. However, the aim of this book is not to reject current economic practices, but to broaden
them, permitting a fuller understanding of economic phenomena. These essays examine current economic
practices in the light of a feminist understanding of gender differences as socially constructed rather than
based on essential male and female characteristics. The authors use this concept of gender, along with
feminist readings of rhetoric and the history of science, as well as postmodernist theory and personal
experience as economists, to analyze the boundaries, assumptions, and methods of neoclassical, socialist,
and institutionalist economics. The contributors are Rebecca M. Blank, Paula England, Marianne A. Ferber,
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therapy in geriatric patients, controversies, and future trends in therapy in a highly illustrated, easy-tofollow format. Diagnose and treat patients effectively with complete coverage of the full range of sleep
disorders. Find diagnostic and treatment information quickly and easily thanks to a highly illustrated, easyto-read format that highlights key details. Stay current on discussions of hot topics, including sleep
breathing disorders (including obstructive sleep apnea), neuropharmacology, parasomnias, neurologic
disorders affecting sleep, sleep therapy for women, sleep therapy in geriatric patients, controversies, and
future trends in therapy. Tap into the expertise of a multidisciplinary team of leading authorities for wellrounded, trusted guidance.
Cimarron Dec 23 2021 The basis for the Academy Award-winning major motion picture starring Best Actor
nominee Richard Dix and Best Actress nominee Irene Dunne. This vivid and sweeping tale of the Oklahoma
Land Rush, from Pulitzer Prize winner Edna Ferber, traces the stunning challenges of settling an untamed
frontier. Staking claim to their new home in Osage, Yancey Cravat, a spellbinding criminal lawyer, and his
wife, well-bred Sabra, work against seemingly overwhelming odds to create a prosperous life for
themselves. And as they establish themselves in this lawless land, Sabra displays a brilliant business sense
and makes a success of their local newspaper, the Oklahoma Wigwam, all amidst border and land disputes,
outlaws, and the discovery of oil. Originally published in 1929, and twice made into a motion picture,
Cimarron brings history alive, capturing the settling of the American West in vivid detail. With a new
foreword by Julie Gilbert. Vintage Movie Classics spotlights classic films that have stood the test of time,
now rediscovered through the publication of the novels on which they were based.
Come and Get it Sep 27 2019
Once I Was Very Small Nov 09 2020 A little girl contrasts her life as a baby with the way she lives now.
Mes Confitures Aug 31 2022 An internationally known master patisserie opens her personal recipe book,
sharing jams that rely on seasonal fruits, traditional techniques, and their emphasis on simplicity and
freshness. 32 color photos.
BearCity Oct 21 2021 Based on the award-winning feature-length movie, Bear City: The Novel follows the
funny, romantic, and often dramatic adventures of a tight-knit pack of bears, cubs, and friends in New York
City as they gear up for a big party weekend. A hirsute Sex and the City set in the "Bear" scene, this story
brings together these men, their friends, tricks, and lovers, and a cast of colorful, hirsute characters. They
experience comical mishaps, lusty and romantic encounters, and an impressive variety of male body types.
Using satire and humor, the novel exposes their explores these men¿s self-image issues and pokes fun at
aspects of urban gay lifestyles, all while celebrating the worldwide community of men who call themselves
Bears.
Solve Your Child's Sleep Problems Nov 02 2022 Identifies a wide variety of sleep problems in children
and provides practical strategies and a how-to approach for solving such difficulties as falling asleep, night
fears, nighttime awakening, and irregular sleep patterns.
Language Pangs Sep 07 2020 We usually think about language and pain as opposites, the one being about
expression and connection, the other destructive, "beyond words" so to speak, and isolating. Language
Pangs challenges these familiar conceptions and offers a radical reconsideration of the relationship
between pain and language in terms of an essential interconnectedness. Ilit Ferber's premise is that we
cannot probe the experience of pain without taking account its inherent relation to language; and vice
versa, that our understanding of the nature of language essentially depends on how we take account of its
correspondence with pain. Language Pangs brings together discussions of philosophical as well as literary
texts, an intersection that is especially productive in considering the phenomenology of pain and its bearing
on language. Ferber explores a phenomenology of pain and its relation to language, before providing a
unique close reading of Johann Gottfried Herder's Treatise on the Origin of Language, the first modern
philosophical text to consider language and pain, establishing the cry of pain as the origin of language.
Herder also raises important claims regarding the relationship between human and animal, questions of
sympathy and the role of hearing in the expression of pain. Beyond Herder, the book grapples with the
work of other profound thinkers, including Martin Heidegger, Stanley Cavell, and André Gide, and finally,
Sophocles, from them weaving new insights on the experience of pain, expression, sympathy, and hearing.
Cold Morning Jan 12 2021 January 3, 1935. The trial opens in Flemington, New Jersey, for the man
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accused of "the crime of the century." And Edna Ferber is there to cover it. 1932. On a windy March 1
night, Charles Lindbergh, America's hero, discovers that his twenty-month-old son has been snatched from
his crib. A ransom is arranged. Yet two months later, Little Lindy is found in a ditch near his Hopewell
home, several weeks dead from a blow to the head. It takes over two years to arrest a suspect. Bruno
Richard Hauptmann is caught passing one of the marked ransom bills. Press from across the world swarm
to his trial. Bestselling novelist Edna Ferber and raconteur Aleck Woollcott, both hired by the New York
Times to cover it, are part of the media frenzy, bickering like the literary lions they are. Did this immigrant
carpenter really commit the crime? Alone? Observant sometime-sleuth Edna is not so sure. Local citizens,
whipped into a frenzy by the yellow press, march through the streets demanding Hauptmann burn. Walter
Winchell takes the lynch mob sentiment national. A British waitress at Edna's hotel, who'd hinted she had
priceless information that could blow the trial wide open, is murdered. Edna begins to suspect a
miscarriage of justice is underway, fueled in part by anti-German sentiment, in part by class privilege. Edna
doesn't find Colonel Lindbergh the golden boy of legend. But there he is, entering the courthouse flanked
by a quartet of New Jersey troopers. There's Hauptmann, handsome and calm despite his date with the
electric chair—unless Edna can alter the course of justice.
Mes Tartes Jun 28 2022 The author of several successful cookbooks takes on the subject of pastries and
pastry making, offering readers 130 recipes designed to delight the pallet, from bonne crème a flan to
crème anglais, covering a delectable range of delicious, flaky, tempting pastries. (Cookbooks)
So Big Apr 26 2022 Selina Peake moves from Chicago to a rural Dutch farming area just outside the city to
teach in a one room school. As she attempts to fit into the community, she learns about her own strength in
adapting to rural life. She marries an uneducated but sweet Dutch farmer named Pervus DeJong and has a
son, Dirk, nicknamed “So Big.” She wishes her son to have the same appreciation for the arts and education
she has, and although he becomes an architect, his disillusionment with the architectural apprentice system
leads him to a career as a successful bond salesman. He later regrets eschewing his architecture career
when he meets a beautiful and eccentric artist. Ferber was not confident in the book’s prospects when it
was first published. Nevertheless, it became very popular, won her the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction in 1925,
and was later made into three different motion pictures. This book is part of the Standard Ebooks project,
which produces free public domain ebooks.
Ice Palace Jun 16 2021
Ferber Mar 26 2022 Applause BooksThis enduring biography of the popular writer begins with Ferber's last
years in New York City, exploring the setting in which she did all of her great writing. Diaries, copious
correspondence, and the cooperation of distinguished living friends have resulted in a rich portrait of a
period and a literary circle not yet fully documented, and an insightful engaging analysis of a woman writer
highly influential in the shaping of twentieth century America.
Edna Ferber's Hollywood Jul 30 2022 Edna Ferber’s Hollywood reveals one of the most influential artistic
relationships of the twentieth century—the four-decade partnership between historical novelist Edna
Ferber and the Hollywood studios. Ferber was one of America’s most controversial popular historians, a
writer whose uniquely feminist, multiracial view of the national past deliberately clashed with traditional
narratives of white masculine power. Hollywood paid premium sums to adapt her novels, creating some of
the most memorable films of the studio era—among them Show Boat, Cimarron, and Giant. Her historical
fiction resonated with Hollywood’s interest in prestigious historical filmmaking aimed principally, but not
exclusively, at female audiences. In Edna Ferber’s Hollywood, J. E. Smyth explores the research, writing,
marketing, reception, and production histories of Hollywood’s Ferber franchise. Smyth tracks Ferber’s
working relationships with Samuel Goldwyn, Leland Hayward, George Stevens, and James Dean; her
landmark contract negotiations with Warner Bros.; and the controversies surrounding Giant’s critique of
Jim-Crow Texas. But Edna Ferber’s Hollywood is also the study of the historical vision of an American
outsider—a woman, a Jew, a novelist with few literary pretensions, an unashamed middlebrow who
challenged the prescribed boundaries among gender, race, history, and fiction. In a masterful film and
literary history, Smyth explores how Ferber’s work helped shape Hollywood’s attitude toward the American
past.
The Social Vision of William Blake Nov 29 2019 This fresh look at the social and political themes of Blake's
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poetry shows that he was a phenomenologist of liberation," who contested the dominant ideology of his
time and who still speaks passionately to our fears and hopes. Originally published in 1985. The Princeton
Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print
books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original
texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The
goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the
thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
Poetry and Language Apr 02 2020 An accessible introduction to poetry's unusual uses of language that
tackles a wide range of poetic features from a linguistic point of view. Equally appealing to the non-expert
and more experienced student of linguistics, this book delivers an engaging and often witty summary of
how we define what poetry is.
Edna Ferber's Hollywood Mar 14 2021 Edna Ferber's Hollywood reveals one of the most influential artistic
relationships of the twentieth century--the four-decade partnership between historical novelist Edna Ferber
and the Hollywood studios. Ferber was one of America's most controversial popular historians, a writer
whose uniquely feminist, multiracial view of the national past deliberately clashed with traditional
narratives of white masculine power. Hollywood paid premium sums to adapt her novels, creating some of
the most memorable films of the studio era--among them Show Boat, Cimarron, and Giant. Her historical
fiction resonated with Hollywood's interest in prestigious historical filmmaking aimed principally, but not
exclusively, at female audiences. In Edna Ferber's Hollywood, J. E. Smyth explores the research, writing,
marketing, reception, and production histories of Hollywood's Ferber franchise. Smyth tracks Ferber's
working relationships with Samuel Goldwyn, Leland Hayward, George Stevens, and James Dean; her
landmark contract negotiations with Warner Bros.; and the controversies surrounding Giant's critique of
Jim-Crow Texas. But Edna Ferber's Hollywood is also the study of the historical vision of an American
outsider--a woman, a Jew, a novelist with few literary pretensions, an unashamed middlebrow who
challenged the prescribed boundaries among gender, race, history, and fiction. In a masterful film and
literary history, Smyth explores how Ferber's work helped shape Hollywood's attitude toward the American
past.
The Cambridge Introduction to British Romantic Poetry Jul 26 2019 The best way to learn about Romantic
poetry is to plunge in and read a few Romantic poems. This book guides the new reader through this
experience, focusing on canonical authors - Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Keats, Blake and Shelley - whilst
also including less familiar figures as well. Each chapter explains the history and development of a genre or
sets out an important context for the poetry, with a wealth of practical examples. Michael Ferber
emphasizes connections between poets as they responded to each other and to great literary, social and
historical changes around them. A unique appendix resolves most difficulties new readers of works from
this period might face: unfamiliar words, unusual word order, the subjunctive mood and meter. This
enjoyable and stimulating book is an ideal introduction to some of the most powerful and pleasing poems in
the English language, written in one of the greatest periods in English poetry.
Edna Ferber Aug 19 2021
Ferber, a Biography Nov 21 2021
Women and Success in American Society in the Works of Edna Ferber May 16 2021
Fanny Herself Aug 26 2019 Fanny Herself is the intensely personal chronicle of a young girl growing up
Jewish in a small midwestern town. The novel charts Fanny's emotional growth through her relationship
with her mother, the shrewd, sympathetic Molly Brandeis. "You could not have lived a week in Winnebago
without being aware of Mrs. Brandeis," Ferber begins, and likewise the story of Fanny Brandeis is
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inextricable from that of her vigorous, enterprising mother. As Fanny strives to carve out her own sense of
herself, Molly becomes the standard by which she measures her intellectual and spiritual progress. Fanny's
ambivalent feelings about being Jewish, her self-deprecating attitude toward her gift for sketching and
drawing, and her inspired success as a businesswoman all contribute to the flesh-and-blood complexity of
Ferber's youthful, eminently believable protagonist. She is accompanied on her journey by impeccably
drawn characters such as Father Fitzpatrick, the Catholic priest in Winnebago; Ella Monahan, buyer for the
glove department of the Haynes-Cooper mail order house; and Clarence Heyl, the scrappy columnist who
never forgot how Fanny rescued him from the school bullies. Through Fanny's honest struggle with
conflicting values - financial security and corporate success versus altruism and artistic integrity - Ferber
grapples with some of the most deeply embedded contradictions of the American spirit.
Solve Your Child's Sleep Problems Oct 01 2022 Based on six years of intensive research in a top medical
facility, "Solve Your Child's Sleep Problems" is packed with tips, suggestions, sample problems and
solutions, and a bibliography of children's "go-to-sleep" books.
Philosophy and Melancholy Jun 24 2019 This book traces the concept of melancholy in Walter Benjamin's
early writings. Rather than focusing on the overtly melancholic subject matter of Benjamin's work or the
unhappy circumstances of his own fate, Ferber considers the concept's implications for his philosophy.
Informed by Heidegger's discussion of moods and their importance for philosophical thought, she contends
that a melancholic mood is the organizing principle or structure of Benjamin's early metaphysics and
ontology. Her novel analysis of Benjamin's arguments about theater and language features a discussion of
the Trauerspiel book that is amongst the first in English to scrutinize the baroque plays themselves.
Philosophy and Melancholy also contributes to the history of philosophy by establishing a strong
relationship between Benjamin and other philosophers, including Leibniz, Kant, Husserl, and Heidegger.
Nat J. Ferber Oct 09 2020
Summary of Richard Ferber's Solve Your Child's Sleep Problems May 04 2020 Please note: This is a
companion version & not the original book. Sample Book Insights: #1 The most frequent calls I receive at
the Center for Pediatric Sleep Disorders at Children’s Hospital Boston are from parents whose children are
sleeping poorly. The parents are tired, frustrated, and often angry. Their own relationship has become
tense, and they are wondering whether there is something inherently wrong with their child. #2 The Sleep
Center treats sleep problems in children, which are usually common throughout families and social
environments. It is important to note that sleep problems are rarely the result of poor parenting. #3
Parents often believe that if their child is a restless sleeper or can’t seem to settle down at night, it’s
because he is by nature a poor sleeper. However, this is rarely the case. Virtually all children without major
medical or neurological disorders are able to sleep well. #4 It may be tempting to assume that your child is
one of the few children who have difficulty sleeping, but that is almost never the case. Most children have a
normal ability to fall asleep and remain asleep, even if they have a sleep disturbance such as sleepwalking
or bedwetting.
Demonic Possession and Exorcism Mar 02 2020 In this highly original study of possession by demons and
their exorcism, Sarah Ferber offers a challenging study of one of the most intriguing phenomenon of early
modern Europe. Looking also at the present day, she argues that early modern.
So Big Feb 22 2022 This Pulitzer Prize-winning novel recounts a spirited schoolteacher's transformation
into a hardworking farmer's wife and self-sacrificing mother. "A novel to read and remember." — The New
York Times.
The Sculpture of Herbert Ferber Jan 30 2020
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